
The Colours of Spring



Spring is here.  A wonderful time of awakening,
renewal, the return of warmth and abundant growth.
Time to step forward into this energy of expansion and
opportunities.  Each of the colours is calling you with
its qualities to be lived and enjoyed.

Step into Spring,
Step into the Rainbow of  Colours





Spring into CoralCoral is great to feel a sense of
connection to what you desire and
to know that it’s not only possilbe
but it’s coming your way

Infuse our Coral Ambition blend and think big.

Tangerine 4 drops
Ginger 2 drops

Sandalwood 1 drop



Spring into Orange
When you want to dial up the bliss - think Orange   
Just like your oldest best friend diffuse some happy vibes
with our Orange Bliss blend :

Ylang Ylang  3 drops
Wild Orange  3 drops

Marjoram  2 drops

Happy Days !!



Spring into Gold
Gold is the colour of value.  Remember to value yourself and bask in
golden light.  Let abundant gold shine on you for a while.
To bring in the golden light energy, try diffusing :

Wild Orange: 4 drops
Myrrh: 2 drops

Cardamom: 2 drops

and welcome abundance in your life. You deserve it !



Spring into Yellow

Yellow for confidence !!  When you need a little confidence boost
add a dash of daring with yellow to your space.

Try our diffuser blend to build a confident vibe infusing your
space with a little yellow energy..Go on we dare you to be your
own bright spark!  Have fun !!

Sandalwood 2 drops
Lemon 3 drops

Basil 1 drop



Spring into Olive Green
A perfect time to start something new that you love!!
To support your new hopes and dreams to manifest faster.
Invite a little 0live Green energy into your space.

Try our Drop into Life™ Hope Olive Green Diffuser blend:
Lemongrass  1 drop

Thyme  2 drops
Lime  3 drops.





Spring into
Turquoise

Feeling hemmed in?
Escape with
Freedom Turquoise

Infuse that Freedom
Turquoise  energy in
your living or work
space with our
break free diffuser
blend.

Peppermint 2 drops
Lemon 3 drops

Coriander 1 drop



Spring into
Blue

Chill out with Blue.
For relaxing and
finding your inner
peace.  Blue is your
friend.

To Create a chill vibe,
diffuse our Blue
Peace blend

Juniper Berry 2 drops
Lavender 3 drops

Roman Chamomile
2 drops



It’s like diving deep
into the absolute
silence, totally
supported, not a care
in the world

Infuse our Royal
Silence blend, let go
of the mundane and
gain a sense of new
possibliities.

Arborvitae 2 drops
Clary Sage 1 drop
Bergamot  4 drops

Spring into
Royal Blue



Spring into Purple
Mystery Purple.  For those who wish to view life as a marvellous mystery
where every day brings you new delights.

Delight in our Mystery Purple blend:
Frankincense 2 drops,  Arborvitae 1 drop, Wild Orange 4 drops

Keep dreaming what you desire and let Mystery Purple weave
her magic.



Bergamot  3 drops
Frankincense  2 drops
Wild Orange  4 drops

Violet is all about transformation.  With the changes of Spring all
around, how are you going to change?  Is it your appearance so
you reflect more of the real you, or your thoughts about what is
possible or how you feel?  Make changes for a brighter future while
diffusing our Violet Transformation Blend.

Spring into
Violet



Spring into
Magenta

Feel the love and
feel the gratitude.
Great things to
celebrate and
appreciate.

Set a wonderful
mood with our
Grateful Magenta
blend.

Spikenard 2 drops
Geranium 2 drops
Bergamot  3 drops



Spring into Pink
Love is in the air.  Get romantic, send your loved one some glorious
spring flowers.   Celebrate love.  Diffuse our Pink Love blend and
feel your heart smile.

Geranium  2 drops
Ylang Ylang  3 drops

Lime  4 drops



Spring into White
White for clarity.  Spring clean your space for clarity of mind and
emotions. Bathe in refreshing spirng petals and herbs for renewal.

Try diffuwing our Drop into Life™ White Clarity  blend:

Clary Sage 1 drop
Melaleuca / Tea Tree 1 drop

Peppermint 2 drops

Clear mind, clear heart ▼



Spring into Pearl
Brilliant Pearl.
For when you are ready to reveal your magnificence !
Dare to shine your brilliance

Enjoy our Brilliant Pearl diffuser blend
Frankincense  2 drops
Wild Orange  3 drops

Lavender  3 drops

  and keep shining 



Spring into Black
Spring into mystery and hidden depths within you.  What extraordinary
qualities lie deep within you waiting to be discovered, explored and
brought into the light of day.  To help you do this and recognise your
infinite possibilities diffuse our Infinity Black Blend.

Black Pepper  3 drops
Juniper Berry  2 drops

Lemon  2 drops



Neutral timeless grey, time between your multi tasks and juggling
your energy and commitments, time when you can shut off the
many thoughts in your head and just focus on you. Recharge and
reaffirm what works in your life as you diffuse our Timeless Grey
Blend..

Spring into Grey

Siberian Fir  2 drops
Douglas Fir  2 drops
Lavender  3 drops



Spring into Silver

Siberian Fir  2 drops
Lavender  3 drops

Peppermint  2 drops

Time to speak up - use your quicksilver mind and silver tongue.  You
can say exactly what you want to say, or you feel needs to be said,
with great clarity and in a way that doesn’t cause hurt.  Have
courage, it will clear the air, illuminate things for everyone and bring
a sense of serenity.

Try our Silver Stillness blend -



Spring into Metallic Gold
All that glitters is not gold but you can have a lot of fun with it.  It’s all
about giving things your best shot.  In Springtime, many new golden
opportunities can come your way, so take up the challenge, try your
best and you may really excel at them.  Feel awesome with this blend !

Clary Sage  2 drops
Frankincense  2 drops
Wild Orange  4 drops



Spring into Brown
A great time to feel connected to the earth and to honour ancient
traditions.  Feel safe, supported and in touch with Mother Nature, for
she supplies us with such abundance.

A great blend to get you into a space of feeling contentment and
genuine pleasure is

Vetiver  2 drops
Patchouli  2 drops

Wild Orange  4 drops



Spring into the Rainbow
Wear all the colours, revitalize all your energy centres
and celebrate life to the fullest.  The Sun and its
wonderful warm rays are back and life calls.  Get
outdoors and play  So much to enjoy !!!



www.dropintolife.com.au

Make this Spring your most Colourful
and Meaningful Time


